SELETAR AIRPORT – PERMANENT REALIGNMENT OF SECONDARY ROADWAY FRONTING AIRCRAFT STAND B14 AND CONVERSION OF AIRCRAFT STAND B14 TO AN EQUIPMENT PARKING AREA

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 This AIP Supplement is to inform ground handlers and pilots on the permanent realignment of the secondary roadway fronting aircraft stand B14 and the conversion of aircraft stand B14 to an Equipment Parking Area with effect from 2000UTC, 9 September 2016.

2 LOCATION AND DETAILS ON THE CHANGES

2.1 Please refer to Appendices 1A and 1B for the location of the realigned secondary roadway fronting aircraft stand B14 and the converted Equipment Parking Area.

3 CONCLUSION

3.1 Any change to the contents of this AIP Supplement will be notified through NOTAM.

3.2 This AIP Supplement will be cancelled once its contents are incorporated into AIP Singapore.
APPENDIX 1A - LOCATION PLAN OF THE REALIGNED SECONDARY ROADWAY FRONTING AIRCRAFT STAND B14 AND THE CONVERTED EQUIPMENT PARKING AREA (WITH EFFECT FROM 2000UTC 9 SEPT 2016)

Permanently realign the secondary roadway fronting aircraft stand B14 and conversion of aircraft stand B14 to Equipment Parking Area.

Existing secondary roadway alignment and markings to be removed

New secondary roadway alignment and markings

Aircraft stand B14 to be converted to an Equipment Parking Area (EPA)